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ABSTRACT

When considering an indoor navigation without using any

prior knowledge of the environment, relevant landmark ex-

traction remains an open issue for robot localization and nav-

igation. In this paper, we consider indoor navigation along

corridors. In such environments, when considering monocu-

lar cameras, doors can be seen as important landmarks. In

this context, we present a new framework for door detec-

tion and tracking which exploits geometrical features of cor-

ridors. Since real-time properties are required for navigation

purposes, designing solutions with a low computational com-

plexity remains a relevant issue. The proposed algorithm re-

lies on visual features such as lines and vanishing points that

are further combined to discriminate the floor and wall planes

and then to recognize doors within the image sequences. De-

tected doors are used to initialize a dedicated edge-based 2D

door tracker. Experiments show that the framework is able to

detect 82% of doors on our dataset while respecting real time

constraints.

Index Terms— Door detection, visual features, vanishing

point, line extraction, 2D tracking.

1. INTRODUCTION

The navigation within unknown indoor environment using

electrical wheelchair remains a challenging task. Indeed, in

an dynamic environment, disabled people have to be more

vigilant while steering the wheelchair, thus inducing fatiga-

bility that affects their autonomy. Besides, depending on the

disabilities, navigation accuracy can be deeply altered. In

particular going through doors and taking an elevator in a

secure way and without collisions remains a relevant issue.

In this context, the system has to precisely determine in

real-time the location of doors within corridors, in order to

further propose a related path planning. Since doors provide

stable and meaningful structure, we first have to design an

automatic door detection system able to initialize the tracking

process.

Recent works have been focused on door detection for in-

door navigation. To this aim, different type of sensors (laser

range, camera, etc.) have been considered. Among state-

of-the-art solutions, the more efficient ones (up to 90% of

recognized doors) are typically based on laser range finder

[1, 2]. However, the prohibitive cost of such systems prevents

from spreading them onto electrical wheelchairs. Visual so-

lutions based on appearance and shape cues have also been

proposed [3] : this solution requires a training step. [4, 5]

jointly use a variety of visual features including color, texture

and edge intensity that are combined in an AdaBoost clas-

sifier to identify doors in the scene. However, since indoor

environment such as corridors are typically textureless, miss-

detections commonly appear, and only close doors can be de-

tected.

The proposed solution is thus based on features that re-

main independent of door/wall color or texture. Vanishing

points of the scene are first extracted. Since the robot evolves

in a corridor, only the vanishing point that corresponds to the

end of the corridor should to be detected. An original time-

consistency framework is then implemented, in order to avoid

incoherent behavior between frames. Then, lines related to

floor/wall boundaries are estimated. This information is then

used to detect 3D planes associated to walls. Naturally, since

doors are located in walls, the door location research process

is limited to these planes, thus accelerating the overall pro-

cess.

In addition, the proposed framework should be able to

track the detected doors over frames by estimating their posi-

tion within each frame of the video. Different tracking tech-

niques have been proposed in the literature: they mainly differ

in geometric features that are used to describe the tracked ob-

jects, e.g. contours [6, 7], straight lines or segments [8], etc.

Since doors are characterized by straight lines, we used the

2D Moving Edges (ME) tracker [8, 9] while implementing an

oriented gradient mask. The ME algorithm performs a one di-

mensional research on the normal of the contour at each sam-

pled point and achieves real time performances. This process

is then able to retrieve geometrical structures.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the

proposed door detection framework. Then, section 3 intro-

duces the tracking process approach developed for this system

based on the local gradient information computed during the

navigation task. Finally, in section 4, experiments and results



are shown to validate our approach.

2. GENERAL FRAMEWORK DOOR DETECTION

Since our goal is to recognize doors in corridors environment,

we first have to determinate related geometrical features. In-

deed, doors can be represented by a rectangular shape where

width is given by the distance between its two doorposts.

Doors located in the same corridor classically share the same

characteristics. In particular, door shape should respect the

same height/width ratio. The challenge is then to estimate

this width in a corridor taking into account the distance of the

door from the camera which strongly affects the door width.

If we assume that the camera optical axis is always horizontal,

this implies that doorposts are nearly verticals.

The general door detection framework is divided in two

main steps. First we estimate the wall/floor boundary. To

this aim, lines are extracted and further cross-checked with

temporally consistent vanishing point estimation to detect 3D

planes associated to walls. Then rectangular shapes that re-

spect a door-like height/width ratio are extracted within wall

planes. Ratio is empirically fixed according to handicap com-

pliant standard of door shapes.

2.1. Features Selection

2.1.1. Line extraction

Line detection is the first step of the proposed detection

framework. We used the LSD (Line segment Detection) algo-

rithm that is based on local gradient orientations in the image

[10]. However, the main issue of this algorithm is the cutting

of one line when gradient change the direction. To add ro-

bustness to this scheme, a merging line process is applied to

group lines that can be considered as single line. To this aim,

for each couple of lines, if they share the same slope and their

extremities are closed enough to each others, they are merged

to form a unique line. The merging process is only applied

on the vertical lines, in order to recover the best the doorposts

for further rectangular shape detection.

2.1.2. Vanishing Point Estimation

Estimation of vanishing point remains an open issue, espe-

cially when aiming at designing an accurate as well as a low

complex solution. Vanishing points correspond to locations

where a significant number of intersecting features are ob-

served. Classically, vanishing point estimation processes are

based on gaussian sphere projection framework [11, 12]. In

the proposed approach, for each new frame we compute the

current vanishing point vpt in the current frame It. Lines

segments are classified into two categories: vertical lines that

define infinite vanishing points and non vertical lines. Only

these latter are used for the gaussian sphere projection, thus

speeding up the process.

Fig. 1. General corridor geometrical structure: floor and wall

planes automatically defined

In order to ensure a temporal consistency of the vanishing

point, we apply a low-pass filter along the sequence. A factor

α is used and empirically tuned to ensure a smooth variation

of the resulting estimated vanishing point vpt at the current

frame It according to the previous ones. To this aim, a tem-

poral filtering process is used, following
{

v̂p0 = vp0
v̂pt = α× v̂pt−1 + (1− α)× vpt

where 0 < α < 1.

2.2. Wall/floor line boundary detection

In the literature, different techniques have been proposed for

wall/floor boundary detection. In [13] corners correspond-

ing to the intersection of a vertical line and the floor plane

are used to define wall/floor features. In [14], a dynamical

Bayesian network model is applied on each column of the

picture to estimate the floor boundary. In order to detect the

wall floor boundary, we first look for a set of non vertical

lines as wall/floor boundary. Each wall contains a set of ver-

tical lines that correspond to different elements (doorposts,

closet, boards, etc.). Wall/floor boundaries are characterized

by the fact that the lowest extremities of doorposts intersect

this particular line. As a consequence, wall/floor boundaries

correspond to vanishing lines that cross the most vertical lines

bottom extremities. To minimize false positive detection, a

maximal distance between the vertical line extremity and the

vanishing line is then defined. By applying the same principle

on the top extremities, we can easily detect the vanishing line

of top of doors on the same wall. Wall plane is then immedi-

atly obtained (Figure 1).

2.3. Door recognition

Once the 3D geometrical structure has been detected, door

search area is reduced to the wall limited by door height. Last

step consists of finding rectangular shapes able to represent

doors. Using two parameters (distance to the vanishing point

and the camera orientation in the corridor), we estimate door

width while considering standard size of doors. Thus, the

idea is to find a pair of vertical lines (two doorposts) that fits

the door model.

We then compute the door width relatively to the repre-

sentation depicted on Figure 2, that relies on a classical



Fig. 2. Vertical door lines search: ratio estimation according

to the vanishing point

pinhole camera model. For each vertical line v1, we then

define a reduced search area bounded by widthMax and

widthMin that are respectively computed using a ratioMax

and ratioMin according to the formula (1) where we expect

to find another vertical line that corresponds to the second

doorpost.

widthMin =
dist(P1, vp)

dist(vp, c)
×

length(vl)

ratioMin
(1)

with:

dist(a, b) the distance between two points a, b.

length(l) the length of a line segment l.

As soon as a candidate is found, the idea is to check if

this structure can be labelled as a door. To this aim, a gradient

based filter is applied on the lines that remain close to the two

top extremities of the vertical lines. If a horizontal line is then

observed, the structure is said to be a door.

3. DOOR TRACKING

The door tracker consists of a 2D edge tracker that is only

applied on doorposts. It allows local tracking of edge points.

Our algorithm is inspired from the Moving Edge (ME) algo-

rithm [8, 9, 15]. Contours are first sampled at a regular inter-

val. At each sample point, a one dimensional search is per-

formed on the normal of the contour for each corresponding

edges as depicted on Figure 3.

Actually, for each sample point Pt in the image It, the cor-

responding point Pt+1 in the next image It+1 is expected to

Fig. 3. 2D Edge Tracking: point position using the oriented

mask filtering

be on the normal axis since the tracker deals only with door-

posts which are always vertical. Estimated positions are then

characterized by the set of points {Qj
t+1, j ∈ [−J, J ]} lo-

cated on either side of Pt. Then, for each position Q
j
t+1, an

oriented and derivative convolution mask is applied in order

to compute the local gradient G
j
t . The mask M is a n × m

matrix where n < m. This oriented mask is optimal towards

the contour orientation. The new position is giving by

Pt+1 = Q
j∗
t+1 = argmaxj∈[−j,j]G

j
t+1 (2)

with

G
j
t+1 = |It+1 ∗M + It ∗M | (3)

that corresponds to the square root of a log-likehood ratio.

4. RESULTS

To validate our approach, seven test sequences have been re-

alized with a single camera embedded onto the wheelchair.

Sequences are representative of indoor navigation throughout

corridors.

First experiments aim at evaluating the lone detection

framework performances.

Fig. 4 shows the obtained detected door shapes with dif-

ferent experimental conditions. As a whole, most of situa-

tions are correctly analyzed leading to automatic door detec-

tion. Fig. 4(a), 4(b), 4(c) and 4(d) show true positive multiple

detection of either open or closed doors at different distances

and for different illumination conditions. Moreover, in the

presence of moving obstacles, corridor crossings (Fig. 4(e))

or other rectangular shapes (Fig. 4(f)), detection is not af-

fected.

The proposed algorithm will fail when particularly hard il-

lumination conditions occur leading to low local gradient lev-

els or bad vanishing point observation. In these cases, slightly

moving forward the wheelchair is sufficient enough to over-

come this issue while remaining acceptable in terms of use

case. Indeed, we observed that an average of 8 images are re-

quired to recover the missing door, then corresponding of less

than half a second.



images doors good detection wrong detection

total 3414 6356 5212 459

Table 1. Performance of door detection and tracking algo-

rithm on sequences taken from different corridors in the Inria

building

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 4. True positive detections

Tracking results are illustrated by Fig. 6. As soon as a

door is detected, the 2D edge-based tracker described in sec-

tion 3 is applied. The two doorposts are then tracked, even

if they are partially masked. Additional results can be found

on 1. Experiments then show the ability of our global scheme

to detect and track doors within corridors. As a whole, most

of situations are correctly analyzed leading to automatic door

detection. As shown in Tab. 1, our dataset contains 6356

doors that appear along the sequences: the proposed detec-

tion algorithm was able to detect over 82% of them.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, detection algorithm dedicated to automatic door

recognition has been designed. This scheme consists of the

automatic initialization step of a complete tracking process

that is intended to be embedded onto a robotic wheelchair.

Based on a single camera, this approach is shown to be sim-

ple and efficient relatively to the state-of-the-art solutions. In

particular, closed or open doors are easily detected. Thanks

to a simple geometrical model of doors, the joint use of the

LSD algorithm and a temporally consistent vanishing point

estimation process provides reliable results, by eliminating

most of false detections. In particular, most of rectangular

shapes other that doors are not detected, thus leading to a ro-

bust framework.

Coupled with a dedicated real-time 2D edge-based tracker,

the process provides a robust framework able to locate and

track along the sequence the doors within a given corridor.

This approach remains relevant even if major parts of doors

are occulted.

1http://www.irisa.fr/lagadic/team/rafiq.sekkal-eng.html

(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5. some missdetections

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. Door tracking: only doorposts are tracked using 2D

Edge tracker. (a) frame 1, (b) frame 144 and (c) frame 250

This framework is however mainly dependant of the van-

ishing point estimation process, so that the geometrical model

of doors can be efficiently extracted. In some cases, the envi-

ronment is not favourable, leading to non detection situations.

Nevertheless, the miss of a door can be compensated as soon

as the wheelchair is moving. This solution remains realis-

tic in our use case since the resulting frame rate is sufficient

enough.
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